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12 June 2013 Workshop Notes
Introductions
All attendees introduced themselves.

Scope of the workshop
The attendees agreed that the purpose of the workshop was to focus on
the scope of the work agreed, especially Tasks 1 and 2. See inserted
document for more detail.

130516 Brief for
NATS - FINAL.doc

The Atkins team used their material (sent to the NATS team on
10/06/2013) as a basis of the briefing to all attendees. The information
pack contained the following:
-

-

Masterplan drawing for each site. Stansted as a five runway
scheme with three independent mixed mode runways and two
dependent segregated runways.
Composite/context drawing showing the three sites on a single
south-east map.
Overview of the site locations used in the long list of initial sites to
short listed sites (11 options).
The annual movement levels assumed in 2030 are: IoG –
630,000, Outer Estuary – 630,000, Stansted – 823,000. By 2050
these will rise to IoG – 960,000, Outer Estuary – 1,000,000 and
STN – 1,153,000. The information pack contained also copies of
charts that identify the assumed hourly runway movement levels
on a busy day at each of the three sites.

Project assumptions
The Atkins work was based on traffic predictions published by the
Department for Transport (DfT) for Heathrow 2050 unconstrained traffic
with the new generation of aircraft mix within the UK’s airspace.
Each runway configuration was assumed as a mixed mode operation
(utilised for both arrivals and departures), with average annual runway
utilisation of 75%. Peak day runway utilisation was expected to be 82%
per runway (assuming 50 ATM1/hour capacity per runway this represents
41 ATM/h). These assumptions are aligned with the ICAO airport planning
manual. The assumed schedule retains a peak-to-average ratio consistent
with the current Heathrow operation.

1

Air Traffic Movement (ATM)
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Night time traffic assumptions are based on restricted night operations
applied to Isle of Grain (IoG) and Stansted but not Outer Estuary (OE) for
which no noise restrictions are assumed. No growth predictions are made
for night-time operation.
Post Workshop Note by Atkins – A second scenario for Isle of Grain
has been proposed that assumes there is sufficient flexibility to allow
night operations to the same extent as is assumed for the Outer Estuary.
As a result, the runway movement charts supplied by Atkins for the Outer
Estuary apply to the new scenario for the Isle of Grain.
When referring to the aircraft fleet mix, a gradual build-up is assumed
of typical Heathrow traffic (with code F, E, C, and D aircraft)2. The same
traffic mix assumptions are made for all airport sites except Stansted
which has a higher proportion of code C types to account for the existing
low cost operators. Passenger load factors are assumed to increase but
not dramatically.
The forecast schedule has been deliberately ‘peaked’ to reflect the
move to a more hub focussed operation. This results in a series of
inbound and outbound waves. For example a departure wave is assumed
to be as follows: 2/3 departures and 1/3 arrivals, with 3-4 peaks per day.
Independent mixed-mode runways are assumed to have a maximum
consistent throughput of 50 movements per hour although the annual
average throughput per hour throughout the operational day would be
37.5 (75% average utilisation), which is confirmed by the NATS team to
be a reasonable prediction for 2050.
Ancillary services are located centrally (to the east & west of the
Tower) and will include snow clearing vehicles, fuel farms, cargo, and fire
brigade. It was suggested by the NATS team to design additional
taxiways to enable crossings between the northern and southern taxiways
of each pair of parallel taxiways on both the northern and southern side of
the tower; as per the post meeting drawing below.
Post Workshop Note by Atkins: Figure 1 indicates suggested new
taxiways.

2

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_da
ta/file/183931/aviation-forecasts.pdf
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Figure 1 New taxiway layout design following suggestions made at the
workshop

Designs assume a small number of cargo movements in Stansted and
IoG locations due to night operation restrictions. Cargo movements could
be higher in the OE as there will be no/limited night operation restrictions.
There are no plans for business aviation in this design.

Three Hub location options
After reviewing the Atkins material (sent to the NATS team on 10/06/2013) it was
decided to discuss in detail the three Hub location options:
1. Isle of Grain (IoG): four runway configuration operating in West/East
orientation.
2. Outer Estuary (OE): four runway configuration operating slightly offset
from a West/East orientation (i.e. three degrees to alleviate noise from
residential areas).
3. Stansted airport: five runway configuration operating in North East/South
West orientation.
The two sites with four runway airport configurations are designed in such a way
that each runway can operate independently. All four runways are assumed that
they will be constructed and become operational simultaneously.
With the Stansted option two of the runways would be operated in a dependent,
segregated fashion. The assumed maximum consistent throughput was stated as
44 ATM/hour per runway. Stansted hub design is subtly different with five runway
configurations. Three runways operate as independent mixed mode runways and
two are dependent segregated runways (the existing 5th runway is used for taking
off, whilst the dependent fourth runway is used for landing, or vice versa). The
current design of the fifth runway assumes a 900m runway extension, which was
not necessarily needed in the opinion of the NATS team.
The Atkins team highlighted that the current design has a nominal runway length
of 3900m, but that the runways could be anything between 3500 and 4000m. This
will be determined at a later stage. Position of RWY exits will be critical. The
existing design plans on four Rapid Access Taxiway (RAT) and four Rapid Exit
Taxiways (RET) along the length of the runway. This may be reduced if necessary.

The high level airport design contained a number of ‘aligned taxiways’taxiways that are aligned to the runway centreline. The original premise
by Atkins was to offer as many different taxi routes on to the runway as
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possible. Aligned taxiways have historically been established when a
runway end has been relocated, to provide a runway entrance point
without the need to construct a new entrance position. Such taxiways are
unusable when the runway is being utilised for landing and take-off and
there is a possibility of loss of situational awareness by a pilot. Those
aligned taxiways shown that were connected to the End Around Taxiways
(EAT)3 would not be possible due to the requirement to erect visual
screens and the likely need to house approach aids (ILS localiser aerial).
Multiple entrance points to the side of the runway would be a better
solution. This may also allow an extended runway length if desired.
From an ATC perspective having more taxiways (apart from aligned
taxiways) is generally better as it enables controllers more flexibility in
moving traffic in an orderly and expeditious way, thus reducing taxi times
and congestion. More taxiways available also allow more areas where
aircraft can hold, for instance when they cannot park due to their stand
being occupied or during occasions of disruption (e.g. severe weather,
terminal building evacuation). Three taxiways parallel to the runways
would appear to be sufficient, although the inner taxiway will periodically
be blocked or infringed as aircraft on the end stands push back. This
should not, however, under normal circumstances, provide too much of
an issue from a ground movement perspective. The requirement for three
EAT was likely to be extravagant and this could be reduced to two.
The NATS team highlighted that it is essential that any aerodrome design
be thoroughly simulated (using fast time simulation tools such as TAAM,
RAMS, or AirTop) in order to provide assurance that it is viable under
predicted traffic levels.
For OE and IoG the ILS on northern runway may suffer from interference
from ships. For 2030, TfL stated their assumed traffic level was about 6070% of the 2050 figure. This means that the service rate of the northern
runway may not need to be 50, so losing movements due to coordination
with shipping may not be a problem until much closer to 2050. Satellite
based technology GBAS and SBAS could eliminate ILS requirement after
2021 (see the CNS roadmap section).
The NATS team indicated that the design should incorporate high
performance departure routings which will take into account performance
based navigation specifications of the aircraft to ensure optimal noise and
environmental solutions. High Intensity Runway Operations (HIRO) are
assumed for all three Hub options.
Each Hub option will still have a human in the loop operation. Air traffic
controller will still be making decisions and levels of required safety
assurance will be a lot higher compared to today.

3

Also known as Around The End Taxiways (ATET)
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Communication Navigation Surveillance (CNS)
roadmap
To better inform the discussion regarding the London airport hubs, it is
important to present a high-level overview of the technological changes
planned within Europe. The SESAR European ATM Master Plan4 states the
following CNS roadmap until 2021:
Communication
• 8.33 kHz Voice communications Air-Ground
• Air-Ground existing datalink (VDL2 and AOA5)
• Airport wireless communications infrastructure for mobile data
• Military datalink accommodation (ground infrastructure)
• VoIP (digital voice) for ground telephony and the ground segment
• of the air-ground voice
• Pan European Network Service (PENS)
• ATS Message Handling System (AMHS) to replace AFTN
• Gateway to interconnect the Stakeholder’s Networks (ANSP/PENS,
Airport, Airspace Users, MIL authorities [Ground IP Network]
• Support MIL-0501 with ground-ground COM interface for
interconnection of military systems to PENS
Navigation conventional
• DME/DME optimisation
• DME/DME/Inertial
• Instrument Landing System (ILS)
• Microwave Landing System (MLS)
Navigation satellite
• Aircraft-based augmentation system (ABAS)
• Space Based Augmentation System (SBAS)
• GBAS Cat 1
• GBAS Cat 2-3 initial, GPS L1 based
• GBAS airport surface
Surveillance surface
• Airport Surface Surveillance through SMR
• Airport Surface Surveillance through MLAT
Surveillance ground-based
• ADS-B Ground receiving station for RAD and APT applications
• ADS-B Ground receiving station for Non-Radar Airspace (NRA)
• Ground Wake vortex radar
• Independent Non-cooperative Surveillance (PSR)
• Independent Cooperative Surveillance sensors (SSR)
• Wide Area Multilateration System

4

https://www.atmmasterplan.eu/
Aviation Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)
over Aviation VHF Link Control (AVLC), a variant of High Level Data Link
Control (HDLC)

5
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Surveillance air
• Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast 1090 Extended
Squitter transmission capability (ADS-B OUT) based on EUROCAE
ED 102A/RTCA DO 260B
• Coupling TCAS II RAs to the aircraft autoflight systems to enable
accurate response to TCAS RAs with display of cues for monitoring
the avoidance manoeuvre
• Airport moving map and own aircraft position display in cockpit
For 2050, it is assumed that a new ATM infrastructure based on fully
standardised and interoperable systems defined at EU level and
implemented through tenders issued at EU level or FAB level. A
rationalisation at FAB level will take place using periodic tender process
for the CNS, MET, AIS services fostering providers delivering services
beyond borders with a better cost efficiency and the support of highly
qualified industries6.

Visual Control Room (VCR)/Tower location
The critical thing for the controller to see from the tower is the entire
runway length and associated approaches and holding areas. Triple
parallel taxiways between satellites will have to be within the line of sight
from the tower as well.
The NATS team agreed that in the future one tall tower centrally located
could be a feasible way to operate each Hub option if the required
technological advances are available (e.g. CCTV, infra-red vision
cameras). Without these technologies, the Stansted option may require
two towers as the current runway 04 threshold would be even further
from the centrally located VCR. It is known that tall towers become
obstacles themselves. For IoG and OE, it was also discussed to potentially
have two towers (each positioned at one of the remote stands north and
south).

Eleven London hub airport options
A discussion of the 11 London hub airport options (available in Atkins
material) and depicted in Figure 2 below took place in the last part of the
workshop. The Atkins team presented the diagram with 11 London hub
airport options. The NATS team identified that the timescales associated
with the opening of any new airport, or the development of an existing
operation, are beyond the plans for the current NATS’ London Airspace
Management Programme (LAMP) - within the next ten years. It is
therefore feasible to assume that any one option could be included in any
follow-on London airspace development programme. On this basis, the
NATS team confirmed that operational procedures and airspace changes
could be developed to accommodate each of the 11 options, recognising
that some sites presented a greater number of implications than others.
6

http://www.iata.org/pressroom/pr/Documents/blueprint-singleeuropean-sky.pdf
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Figure 2 Eleven London hub airport options

The NATS team pointed out that Option 9 (Outer Estuary), and possibly 7,
8 and 10, will have an impact on adjacent European FIRs (i.e. Belgium,
Netherlands, French FIRs). It is assumed that in future terminal control
operations, London Terminal Control will be providing some form of Time
Based Separation (TBS) which may lead to holding and merging points
being positioned further away from the airfields. Traffic merging points
(appearing NE or SE of the airport) may lead to airborne traffic interacting
at levels that would require Belgium and Netherlands FIR coordination
and clearances. This type of debate will have to take place between
neighbouring ANSPs and it is possible that of some of these discussions
will take place as a part of the Functional Airspace Block (FAB) initiative in
Europe.
It is also possible that the construction of options 7, 8, 9, and 10 will have
an impact on the capacity of airports located outside the UK national
boundaries, in particular Amsterdam, Brussels and Paris. Outer Estuary
(option 9) would definitely impact operations east of the FIR boundary.
Further to this, it is possible that procedures for the other Estuary options
(i.e. options 7, 8 and 10) may also overlap with Amsterdam, Brussels and
Paris at medium altitudes (FL 150–FL250) thereby requiring some form of
collaboration/coordination of arriving and departing traffic. The extent of

11
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the impact of options 7, 8, and 10 on the capacity of airports located
outside the UK national boundaries is only an assumption at this stage
and would have to be further assessed and analysed.
The central case being put forward by TfL and Atkins assumes that
Heathrow airport closes once a new hub airport opens, with operations
transferring to the new hub. However, a new hub airport within the
Estuary (options 7, 8, 9, and 10) would not automatically necessitate the
closure of Heathrow and/or London City. It might be possible for airports
to remain at both sites, albeit of a size and configuration different to
today.
Southend international airport would not necessarily have to close under
option 7 (Maplin). However, this location would have an impact on
operations in a similar way to the current interaction between Heathrow
and RAF Northolt.

Further actions
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Rough forecast for regional distribution of traffic to be provided to the
NATS team by TFL.
Atkins and TFL to propose several dates in August 2013 for the next
meeting.
NATS to confirm their availability for the August workshop.
The scope of the August workshop to include the discussion regarding the
concept of operation for the new London hub. This discussion to cover a
need for a fast-time simulation modelling capability.
The scope of the August workshop to include a discussion about quadruple
independent runways (including the reference to the FAA AC on airport
design – 316. Parallel runway separation requirements b (1) c).

